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Introduction

Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Introduction

3 distinctive aspects of a FinTech M&A transaction

IP and data-rich
business models

FS regulation

FinTech life cycle

Natural tension between innovation/agility and attention to
key legal areas to ensure the business is robust and scalable
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Agenda

Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Agenda
A - Preparation phase
1. FS regulation
2. Regulatory change of control
B - Valuation considerations
3. Valuation
4. Tax
C - Due diligence phase
5. IP rights / Access to business critical data
6. Managing the FinTech’s core business
D - Negotiation phase
7. Warranty recourse
8. Management lock-in
E - Pre-sale reorganisation?
9. Structuring
F - Post-acquisition integration
10.Culture clash
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
A. Preparation phase

Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Preparation phase (1/2)
Assess key regulatory risks and mitigating factors
─

What impact FS regulation has on FinTech M&A?
• Does the FinTech require regulatory permission to operate the business?
• Is the FinTech able to cope with forthcoming regulatory requirements (e.g. the
Fourth Anti-Money Laundering and PSD2)?
• Any risks that the currently unregulated business of the FinTech becomes
regulated?
• What will be the impact of Brexit on the FinTech – loss of Single Financial
Market Passport?
Sandboxes – The FCA and the MAS (Singapore) allow start-ups to test
innovations without being fully regulatory compliant. However this can only
be a temporary arrangement.
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Preparation phase (2/2)
Assess key regulatory risks and mitigating factors
─

Regulatory change of control needs to be factored into the transaction
timetable:
• Significant timing impact depending on jurisdiction (e.g. up to 60 days to obtain
FCA consent);
• Consent to be a condition to closing;
• Split between exchange and completion – business controls to be considered.

─

Regulatory permissions of the buyer may need to be reviewed if the buyer
will undertake new regulated activities as a result of the transaction.

─

Approval will be required where personnel having individual regulatory
approvals will be acting for another regulated business post-acquisition.
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
B. Valuation considerations

Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Valuation considerations (1/2)
Key questions are how the buyer will calculate the price it is prepared
to pay and how the parties will achieve tax optimisation
─

More traditional valuation methodologies may not be appropriate.

─

Risk of over-paying for the business where there is a ‘buzz’ around the
technology / product in question.

─

Mitigating factors include:
• linking the price to specific information provided by the FinTech – e.g. earnout;
• implementing a price adjustment mechanism via completions accounts; and
• considering deferred consideration mechanisms.
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Valuation considerations (2/2)
Key questions are how the buyer will calculate the price it is prepared
to pay and how the parties will achieve tax optimisation
─

A FinTech will want to maximise available tax incentives (e.g. research and
development tax credits and enhanced capital allowances available to
businesses that develop new technologies).

─

A potential buyer will want to ensure the benefit of these incentives is
maintained post-acquisition.

─

Generous tax reliefs and exemptions are also available to shareholders on
exit (e.g. SSE, EIS and reduced tax rates for entrepreneurs). However
these reliefs are complex and early consideration should be given to their
availability.
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
C. Due diligence phase

Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Due diligence phase (1/7)

Assessing the target’s IPR
─

One of the key drivers for financial services M&A and investments is the
intellectual property of the target.

─

Identification of business critical IP:

─

• Copyright;
• Know-how;
• Trade marks & Goodwill.

Does the target have adequate rights to use business critical IP?

• Focus on start-up stage.
• Who created the relevant IPRs?
• Does the target own all IPRs? Is there legally enforceable documentation evidencing
ownership?
• Does the target have the benefit of IPR licences granted to it to use the IPR?
• To what extent is open source software used?
• What impact will the relevant M&A transaction have on the ongoing validity of any
licences granted to the target?

─

Assessment should be done initially by the seller to understand the corporate
value of the IPR portfolio.

─

Buyers and investors will wish to verify IPR portfolio and identify any
deficiencies.
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Due diligence phase (2/7)

Addressing issues and perfecting IPR
─

Deficiencies impacting business critical IPR may have significant consequences
for an M&A transaction or an investment, including:
• They may result in a decrease in the price a seller is able to obtain;
• They may prevent the sale of the target or the investment;
• With M&A, they may prevent a buyer from continuing to operate the target’s
business post-sale.

─

If an IPR assessment identifies deficiencies, steps will need to be taken to retain
the target’s proposed value, e.g.:
• Obtaining confirmatory assignments of IPR;
• Putting into place formal licence arrangements to enable ongoing legal rights to use
IPR;
• Resolving any issues concerning Open Source.

─

Where these options are not practical, suitable warranties and indemnities may
be sought within the relevant transactional documents.
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Due diligence phase (3/7)

Adequacy and resilience
─

Many M&A transactions and investments will involve a target that utilises a
platform or other operational technology as part of its core business functions.
These systems may be:
• Customer facing websites, apps, platforms or portals; or
• Back-office systems underpinning the outward facing ones.

─

An analysis of the business critical IT infrastructure will need to be conducted.
The ownership position and rights to use this infrastructure, will need to be
established:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What business critical IT and telecoms systems are used by the target?
Are the IT systems legacy systems or new technology?
Is the target part of a larger group and are there shared IT systems?
Does the target need to use the target’s systems post-completion?
Has the target experienced any major failures/issues in the IT systems?
What maintenance arrangements are in place?
Is the system secure, and has the system experienced any significant security
issues?
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Due diligence phase (4/7)

Adequacy and resilience
─

When undertaking due diligence of the technology infrastructure, buyers will
need to focus on how the target will be operated post-completion, and to keep
in mind future sale aspirations.

─

Bargaining power can be an issue when FinTech start-ups contract with larger
customers such as clearing banks and larger supply chain providers. In their
early stage the start-up may have little choice but to accept standard terms and
conditions that a larger company would expect to negotiate in more detail.
• Will the buyer want to re-negotiate?
• Can they be transferred easily to the buyer?
• Is there termination for change of control?

─

The scalability of the core infrastructure will need to be assessed by the buyer’s
operational and technical teams.

─

Where integration is required, interoperability of systems and transferability of
data may be technically challenging and costly.
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Due diligence phase (5/7)

Managing the FinTech’s core business
─

Reviewing key operational and commercial arrangements will be an integral part
of the due diligence exercise. A well organised and diligent suite of commercial
contracts will enhance the value of the target.

─

Customer arrangements:
• Retail or business customer standard terms and conditions.
• Marketing and customer facing collateral.

• Regulated agreements and unregulated agreements – is the target compliant?
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Due diligence phase (6/7)

Managing the FinTech’s core business
─

How does the target make products and services available to the market?
• Intermediaries
• Brokers
• Marketing provisions

─

Supply chain arrangements
•
•
•
•
•
•

─

Will key software licenses and IT agreements be affected by a change of control?
Can these key items be freely sub-licensed or transferred?
Payment providers
Credit reference agencies
Fulfilment providers
IT contracts: software, maintenance, development, hosting

Employees and key individuals
•
•
•
•

What are the employment terms?
Who are the key employees?
Are consultancy arrangements needed post-sale?
Will there be non-compete provisions?
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Due diligence phase (7/7)

─

Data protection and privacy
• In addition to IT and IP, many Digital FD & FinTechs will be “data rich” and will have
attractive databases that will appeal to third party acquirers. Undertaking suitable
data due diligence is another central aspect.
• Consider whether there has been any historical data protection breaches by the
target. A positive response may be indicative of poor practices and procedures,
which may impact on the value of the target.
• Further, how likely are future data breaches, and how will liability be allocated
between the buyer and the seller as part of the transactional arrangements?
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
D. Negotiation phase

Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Negotiation phase (1/2)

Highlight on warranty recourse and management lock-in
─ Warranty recourse
• Typically a FinTech will have been through multiple funding rounds and may have a
resulting complex shareholding structure.
• Consider who the sellers are, who will give warranties and who will stand behind the
warranties in the event of breach.
• Individual shareholders and VC investors who have had no involvement in the
business may be reluctant to give warranties.
• There are several options available in mitigation - deferred consideration, escrow
arrangements or Warranty & Indemnity protection.
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Negotiation phase (1/2)

Highlight on warranty recourse and management lock-in
─ Management lock-in
• Is the management team continuing with the buyer and is it properly
incentivised to deliver value for the buyer?
• Incentives can be provided through a variety of mechanisms such as earnouts, equity roll-over, new service agreements or EMI.
• Badly structured integration may weaken incentives.
• A FinTech business which is integrated post-sale into a buyer’s regulated
business may become subject to more stringent remuneration regulation (e.g.
remuneration codes imposing mandatory deferral on incentives and claw back
requirements).
• Impact of Brexit on the location of the FinTech post-acquisition and access to
talent may also need to be assessed by the buyer.
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
E. Pre-sale reorganisation?

Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Pre-sale reorganisation?
Many FinTech targets have relatively complex shareholder structures,
deriving from earlier rounds of fundraising
─

Structuring
• Is the structure fit for post-deal operation?
• Such structures may have multiple share classes and verification of title
may be more complicated.

• Drag rights and squeeze out mechanisms may need to be triggered to
obtain 100% control if that is the desired outcome.
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Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
F. Post-acquisition integration

Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
Post-acquisition integration
How to mitigate the risk of a potential culture clash post-acquisition?
─

What is the degree of similarity/difference between the organisational
structure of the FinTech and that of the buyer?

─

Should post-acquisition integration be reduced or staged?

─

Should integration be implemented through a subsidiary of the buyer
where the culture gap is less pronounced?
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Questions
Top Ten Legal Issues in FinTech M&A
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www.pwc.com

Just a correction?
The outlook for UK fintech investment
in 2017 and beyond
March 2017

Introduction

Jeremy Sweetnam

Director, Corporate finance
•

Over 12 years Corporate Finance
experience in the UK and Ireland

•

Focused on financial services

•

Specifically focused on fintech,
payments and foreign exchange
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Introduction

The leading global M&A advisor
We advise on more than 420 global sales mandates at any one time
1st

by deal count of global
deals in 2016
Top 10 global advisers (by volume) 2016

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Adviser
PwC
KPMG
Deloitte
Rothschild
Goldman Sachs
EY
JPMorgan
Morgan Stanley

No. of deals
369
345
319
295
285
277
271
265

Lazard
Bank of America Merrill
Lynch

87 deals
$4 bn
CEE

2,150 deals
$175 bn
Western
Europe

395 deals
$62 bn
Americas

88 deals
$6 bn
Middle East &
Africa

1,097 deals
$157 bn
Asia incl
Japan
418 deals
$16 bn
Australasia

224
202

Source: Mergermarket, Global and regional M&A: Q1 – Q4 2016 report

A market leading practice of
30 partners and 300 staff
advising corporates,
institutional investors and
governments across the UK

In the last 10 years, we
provided financial advice
on 4,234 deals globally,
valued at more than $418
bn, of which over 40%
were cross borders

Our deep sector expertise
and market insight helps
our clients create value
from strategic M&A and
successful investments and
financings

Source: Thomson Financial January, 2016
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Deep experience in fintech
Not disclosed

Ongoing sale of
foreign exchange
payments business

International payments

Advised on the
announced sale of
HiFX to Euronet, for
£145m

International payments

Advised on the sale of
Benchmark Capital
to Schroders plc
Insurance
£

Advised on the sale of
Retail
Merchant Services to
TCV

Wealth management

Payments

Advised on the sale of
Sunrise Brokers
Group to BGC
Partners

Advised on the fund
raise for CR7

Institutional broker

£
Payments

£

Advised on the sale of
OB10 to Tungsten
Corporation for
£100m

Advised the vendors on
the sale of SFM
Europe to Elian
Insurance
£
VND
£

B2B payments

Fiduciary Services
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Trends in fintech M&A

Fintech encompasses disruptive B2C propositions
and technology enabled B2B solutions

Business Process
Improvement (BPI)

Payments & Remittance
Efficiency

Compliance &
risk
management

Merchant
acquirer
VAT
refund

Data
storage

Clearing
and
settling
Data
reconciliation

Online
Forex

Driver for
use of
technology

Card
issuing

PoS
software &
hardware

Mobile/
Online
payments

Disruptive
B2B

Client
accounting

Exchanges

Financial
business
Intelligence/
Analysis

SaaS platform
e.g. Employee
benefits

Online
vouchers
HFT
Consumer
data
protection

Financial big
data and
analytics

Front office
trading
software /
solutions
Trading &
investing
platforms

Electronic
currencies

B2C

Mobile/
Online
banking

Claims
handling

Fraud
detection

Contactless
technology

Money
remittance

Call centre
operations

E-invoicing &
collections

E-Wallet
Dynamic
currency
conversio
n

Fund
Admin

Customer Engagement

B2B

Quote
engines
Online
marketplace

Robo-advice

Identity
management

Price
comparison
websites

Short term
lending
Crowd
funding
Marketplace
lending
Telematics

B2C

Customer focus
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Market driven by consumer preference,
technology and regulatory change
1.

2.

7bn
Mobile connectivity

mobile
subscriptions
(97% penetration
rate)

30%
Lack of consumer confidence

level consumer
confidence in UK
banks

76%
3.

Demographics

of millennials
open to nonfinancial
brands
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Market driven by consumer preference,
technology and regulatory change

4.

90%
Explosion of data

of data in the
world created in
the last 2 years

5.

6.

$720bn
E-commerce and online payments

Regulatory changes

mobile payments
estimated in 2017

Mifid II
Solvency II
PSD2
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The banking industry has been challenging,
impacted by four major pressures
Macroeconomic
environment

Regulation

• Low negative interest rate

• Increased liquidity,
funding & capital
requirements

• Slow economic growth
• Political instability

Disruption &
innovation
• New distribution
channels
• Disintegration by
technology
• Market consolidations

• Fines for legacy
misconduct issues

Banking
challenges

• Increased focus on
customer services

Legacy operations &
technology
• Fragmented systems
resulting in elevated
operating costs
• High IT replacement
costs
• High cost to income ratios
41

Fintech businesses are successfully targeting all
aspects of the traditional banking ecosystem

42

New players are emerging and disrupting
traditional models
Digital banks
P2P lending &
crowdfunding
Online payments &
money transfer
Machine learning
and robo-advisory
Enabling technology
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Investment in fintech declines as investors focus
on scalability and commercialisation

Total
invested

Capital invested / Deal value ($bn) globally
9

6

4

12

29

45

30
25

10
5

0

319
8.0
0.8
2010

445
5.0
1.4
2011

34.0

576

VC

9.0
2.9
2013
M&A

6.7
2014

800

11.0

23.0
2.0
1.9
2012

1200
1000

818

35

1400

1076

1065

40

15

25

1255

50

20

47

600
400

12.7

13.6

200

0

2015

2016

Deal count

Source: The Pulse of Fintech Q4 2016
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US downturn amplified in Europe

Total
invested

Capital invested / Deal value ($bn) in Europe
4.2

2.4

1.1

3.8

14

303

12

349

2.2
400

318

223

8
6

96

4

0

10.9

350

300

10

2

12.0

4.1
0.1
2010

128

156

250

10.1

200

9.7

150
100

2.1
0.2
2011

0.9
0.3
2012
VC

3.0
0.9
2013
M&A

1.9

1.3

0.8
1.4

2014
Deal count

2015

2016

50
0

Source: The Pulse of Fintech Q4 2016
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Unicorn startups continue to raise substantial
funding, but exit strategy increasingly an issue…

Total

Number of $1bn+ annual exits for VC-backed companies
8

17

16

18

32

20

23

4

10

16

10

7

2
2

2015

2016

2017 YTD

11

4
9
1
7

13

2010

2011

7
2012

8
21

10
2013
IPO

2014
M&A

Source: CB Insights
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Despite a challenging year, reasons for optimism
Payments and lending M&A saturated and plateauing
•
•
•

PSD2 to re-ignite interest
Increased focus on data and analytics
Emerging markets growth

Emergence of ‘sandbox’
•

Driven by national governments

Growth of insurtech
•

Startupbootcamp InsurTech London into year 2
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Despite a challenging year, reasons for optimism
Blockchain reaching a tipping point
•

Anxiety about the hype

Emergence of digital banks
•

Can they gain customer trust?

Banks beginning to respond
•

Corporates working with fintechs

•

Collaboration is key!
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VC continues to show strong interest in UK fintech
with London seen as a hub
The five largest UK VC deals in fintech in 2016

$101m

$57m

$52m

Starling
Bank

iwoca

Nutmeg

$40m

$35m

SETL.io

Bill Front
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…and the sector continues to attract strategic
interest from a range of sources
Payments

Financial incumbents

Internet

Technology
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…whilst financial incumbents are finally
responding to the challenge
1.

Partner

Teamed up so
businesses can access
working capital of up
to £100,000 online on
the same day

2.

Invest

Invested £29.4 million
in mobile-only bank’s
capital increase
allowing to maintain
its stake of around
29.5%

3.

Build

Launched a digital
service called “B” using
artificial intelligence

4.

Buy

Acquired German
challenger Fidor to
push forward its digital
strategy across Europe
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Case study in fintech M&A

52
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Case study – Euronet

1.
2.
3.

Diversified play on emerging markets electronic payments systems

Response to global, macro-trends occurring in bank technology and
political shifts
Combination of analytics, intellectual curiosity, opportunism and
personal energy / dynamism

4.

Expanding electronic payments infrastructure

5.

Targeting under-served geographies/markets

6.

Responding to opportunities as they arise (e.g. MoneyGram)

$4.3bn
Market cap

12.9x
2016 EV/EBITDA
multiples

25.9x
2016 P/E
multiples
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Euronet has one of the highest revenue & earnings
growth profiles in its peer group…
ePay

Money Transfer
2015 Revenue by Segment

Services:
•

E-payment services and technology with
a global network

Strategy:
•

Leverages large distribution network for
favorable agreements with retailers

•

Strategic acquisitions to gain access to
new markets

•

Expansion into non-telephony products

39%

40%

Growth drivers:
•

Services:
• Money transfer, FX exchange, bill payment,
check cashing, prepaid cards and money
orders
Strategy:
• Low-cost provider with global reach
•

Local, “guerilla-type” marketing and word of
mouth, but global agent network

•

Strategic acquisitions to gain access to new
markets and customers

Growth drivers:

Further
geographic
and
product
expansion of non-telephony business
driven by partnerships with:

21%

•

Partnership with Walmart stores

•

Acquisition and integration of HiFX

•

Organic expansion
operations

from

international

Services:
• ATM Network Participation and Management, Card Issuing,
POS Driving/Acquiring and other value added services
Strategy:
• Acquire profitable ATM sites and enter emerging under
developed markets
•

Expansion into high margin value-added services

Growth drivers:
•

Expansion of ATM network and footprint in developed and
developing markets

•

Services, i.e. FX spreads earned on DCC

EFT
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…with a global diversified geographical footprint
2015 Revenue by Country

15%
3%
2%
3%
4%

30%

5%
4%
6%

21%
7%

United States
Germany
United Kingdom
Poland
Australia
India
Spain
Italy
Greece
New Zealand
Other

Source: Euronet Financial Statements
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Evolution of Euronet
EV/ EBITDA Valuation over Time1

18.0x

16.0x

Rationale: Germany’s
largest full-service provider of
vouchers, innovative
merchants and incentive
solutions

Rationale: New
Zealand’s market leader
for gift card processing
and distribution

Rationale:
Expansion of ATM
network

Rationale: Leading
global currency
exchange provider

14.0x

12.9x
Rationale: ATM
outsourcing, card and
POS merchant
servicing in Romania

12.0x

10.0x

8.0x

6.0x

4.0x
2011

Rationale: Fast-growing
provider of cloud-based
financial and payment
solutions

2012

Source: Capital IQ as of 22/03/2017

2013

2014

Rationale:
Diversification into
international payments
and foreign exchange
services

2015

Rationale:
Leading Malaysianbased money
transfer provider

2016

Rationale:
Proposal to acquire
MoneyGram
International Inc.

2017
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Fintech M&A: outlook for 2017 and beyond

Despite short-term challenges, increased
collaboration between fintechs and incumbents is
the future…
• European Commission’s PSD2 implementation in 2018

PSD2

• Investment in cross-industry platforms to achieve PSD2
• Increase in niche fintech companies that can leverage the outcomes of
PSD2

Startupbootcamp
Fintech

• London remains a hub for global fintech companies
• Increased percentage of cloud solution companies
• With fewer applications from payments start-ups

• UK now less attractive as a talent pool for young entrepreneurs?

Brexit

• Start-ups’ access to capital jeopardised?
• UK fintech access to EU markets post-Brexit?
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Brexit has created uncertainty in the UK fintech
market but it’s not all bad news…
www.ft.com

Google Ventures launches first
European fintech investment

www.theguardian.com

Hi-tech financial firms flee UK amid
doubts over Brexit
Leading ‘fintech’ player says ‘the exodus is beginning’ as members
of £6bn industry start seeking other bases in Europe.
An exodus of “fintech” companies from Britain has begun, the chief
executive of a leading firm has said, dashing the government’s
hopes of building the UK into a world leader for the industry.
Every reasonably-sized company in the flourishing financial
technology sector – involving e-lending, money transfers and the
banking markets – is now actively looking at moving staff and
investment out of the country because of the uncertainty caused by
Brexit, it is claimed.

Google Ventures, the search giant’s venture capital arm, is
making its first fintech investment in Europe, changing tack from
the primarily life sciences focus espoused by former founder Bill
Maris.
The firm, which shut down its European fund after just 18
months and lost several European partners as well as its US
founder Mr Maris last year, is investing £20m into London
fintech firm CurrencyCloud which allows online companies to
take cross-border payments.
The five-year-old startup, whose other investors include
Japanese e-commerce giant Rakuten and Sapphire Ventures,
the investment arm of software company SAP, made $1m in
revenues in December, and is growing 60 per cent year on
year.
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Conclusions
1.
2.
3.

After several years of excitement, some of the change brought by fintech is starting to be
realised
Huge opportunity offered by artificial intelligence, big data, analysis and blockchain

Serving the un(der)served has become a key priority for fintechs globally

4.

Despite Brexit which has created uncertainties around passporting and talent, the UK
should remain a global fintech leader

5.

More start-ups want to work with existing financial services businesses (collaboration not
disruption)

6.

Internet majors will become more active in financial services leveraging brand,
technology and user bases

7.

Combination of strategic interest from new entrants, regulatory changes and maturing
subsectors will drive wave of M&A activity in the next 3-5 years
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Questions?

Oodle Finance
Finance As A Service
29 March 2017

Fintech – Where is the value?
Value of Technology in Financial Services comes down to one simple thing….redefining
Service

Technology redefining business models,
operating models or providing specific
solutions to problems:

Speed and
Responsivity

Operational
Efficiency

Transparency

•

Customers at center of the process

Service
•

Improving engagement and
interaction with customers

•

Re-engineering business processes

Customer
Journey

Personalization

Customer
Acquisition

Customer
Engagement
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Background – UK Car Finance Market
Opportunity to establish differentiated, disruptive, scalable consumer finance business
UK Used Car Market annual sales circa £50bn in 2015

Finance contracts via dealerships 2010-20
60

£12bn financed Point of Sale with dealers

Best Case
50.4 (£bn)
Mintel Forecast
40.2 (£bn)

Dealerships fragmented, yet accessible, deliver 80% of Used Car Financing

Multiple finance companies, targeting different demographics

Market Value (£bn)

50
40

Worst Case
36.3 (£bn)

28.3 (£bn)

30

20

Lower penetration of financing to buy Used Cars (14%) vs New Cars (76%)
10

Limited Direct to Customer offerings
Actual
Fast changing technology landscape, exisiting businesses are slow to embrace
Confidence Intervals
Monopoly on customer acquisition with Autotrader, groundswell of dissatisfaction

Est.

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

0

2010

Potential to grow penetration of car finance in Used Car Market

Forecast
50%
70%
90%
95%
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Background - UK Auto Finance
Opaque and inefficient market for consumers
50% of drivers think vehicle finance is “complicated and difficult” to understand

29% of drivers believe its harder to apply for vehicle finance than to buy insurance

26% avoided applying for auto-finance at all due to lengthy paper based process

34% felt having access to digital tools would play a big part in choosing their vehicle
finance provider

Market in desperate need of innovation and re-invention
 Consumers expect slick customer journeys - online and offline

 Dealerships and Finance Cos need to drive great customer experiences
 Benchmark has been set and continues to evolve
Amazon 1 –click , Google, Apple

Service led business that does finance….currently no consumer facing brand
Survey carried out by Intelligent Environment
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 Dealers need to apply to multiple finance companies

 Simplicity of one provider with competitive products for all

 Inefficient and time consuming

 Commitment to match customer to our best product possible

 Need to work with multiple teams, systems and processes

 Support customer retention

 Different customer proofs and onboarding requirements

 Ease of sale using best in class technology to provide slick, automated proposal
processing

 Compliance under new FCA supervision

 Wider customer attraction

 Customer advertising and acquisition

 More car sales made with greater speed

Manufacturer Prime

Prime

Near prime

Mid prime

Lending for all
Rating
Flat Rate

A+
4.75%

A
6.25%

Sub prime

Lending for all
A7.5%

B+
9.5%

B
12.5%

C+
15.0%

C
18.0%

D
21.0%
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Positioned to disrupt and improve customer journey
Current Car Purchasing Journey – Difficult to navigate, compare and personalise
Classified Dealerships Manufacturers
• Fragmented
• Limited Customer Journey on line
Car Search • Car leads to dealer

Dealer

Finance
Applications

Contract
Execution

• Off line, on site
• Traditional Sales process

• Dealer as arranger
• Commissions driven

• clarity on monthly cost at end of journey
• Dealer led

Finance Companies
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Positioned to redefine and improve customer journey
Service led improvements
Car Search and Finance journey online
•
•
•
•
•

Personalized credit limits
Automated underwriting
Customer onboarding improvements
Car search by monthly budget
“Buy Now”
•
3 click purchasing for new customers
•
1 click for existing customers

Tools for Dealers
•
•
•

Customer Advertising, PPC
Customer onboarding – online or offline
Support in customer acquisition and retention

Improvements for customers
•
•
•
•

Transparency
Simplicity
Transformation of customer journey
Loyalty, membership ->better cars

Finance company at the heart of consumer journey
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Oodles Approach to Success
Key drivers to success
 Solid business model

 Business model built on dealer Point of Sale – no fanciful assumptions or leaps of faith
 Proof of concept – Minimum Viable Product
 Get basics right
• Origination – Dealer Point of Sale, earn the right to build Direct to Consumer
• Underwriting
• Loan servicing

 Team

 Autonomy, Decision making
 Shared vision,’ Can do’ culture with a clear mission
 Agile - software project management approach across business – 2 week sprint cycles

 Capital







Private Capital - £60m capital raise with KKR
Balance between founders, management and shareholders – shared principals
Alignment of shareholder to the vision, bringing experience, reputation and ideas
Support pilot lending and platform development
Long term capital

 Financing






Roll out and pilot completed
In execution on Senior debt facility to leverage capital and provide competitive liabilities
Deposit pricing power low vs Regulatory overheads of banking license
Wholesale markets – demand for good credit product

Get the basics right….then leverage technology to drive growth and disruption
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Financing Approach
Assets vs Liabilities - Value creation through asset origination
Value creation in asset origination platform
• Volume growth and scalable
• Unique and differentiated origination model and channels
• Attractive risk return - Strong underwriting and asset servicing
• Brand creation
 Liabilities – How to build an investor base!
• Peer to Peer - Double trouble
 Need to originate assets and liabilities
 Consumers as investors
 Most Peer to Peer engage in asset sales, funding agreements
 Unknown regulation and reputation risk
• Retail deposits –Banking license
 Deposit pricing power at all time lows – minimal competitive
advantages
 Import regulatory overheads and costs
 Move away from Return on Risk to Return of RegCap

• Private wholesale financing solutions
o Equity , capital and junior asset financing
 Numerous large, sophisticated and well capitalized investment managers/VCs
 Credit funds - Fund assets and junior financing notes
 PE,VCs, Credit Op funds – Capital into lending businesses
 Bi-lateral –speed and transparency in process & decision making
o Senior Debt – Term Funding!!
 Financial Institutions - Liquid balance sheets, demand for assets
 Supports platform build historical performance
 2 yrs to public rating for a refi into public securities
 Route to build investor base in securitization issuance platform
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Leveraging Technology Across The Business

Data, machine
learning, AI

Software as
Service

• Underwriting
• Customer acquisition
• Lead management

• Scalable, flexible,
security
• Object oriented data
structures
• UI – fully configurable
on data objects
• Speed of production –
Dealer Portals,
Customer portals,
operational process

Process
management and
workflow

Leverage best in
class service
providers

• Point and click
configuration
• Embed compliance into
processes of business
• Activity Tracking –
Email, SMS, Calls,
Letters, Events

• API integrations
• Fraud, IDV, Credit
Bureaus
• Photo ID and facial
recognition
• OCR – application via
photo of driving license
and number plate

Customer Centric
• All customer data,
applications, loan
information, docs,
activity in one place
• Integrate phone
systems – customer
details and history pop
ups

Customer
Acquisition
• Online origination
channels – Car search,
digital marketing
• Customer affiliation –
rewards for referrals

Tools to engineer market leading lending business…………
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M&A Potential
M or A?
Laser Focus: 3yr plan to establish market leading UK Auto Finance Company
•
•
•
•
•

Brand values and awesome service levels
Build differentiated and sticky origination channels
Focus on building high return on capital business
Grow and scale balance sheet – establish growth trajectory
Tangible value, with quality earnings – multiple to book

Evaluation of value in any target/acquirer
•
•
•
•

Customer base
Shared vision and culture
Funding efficiencies/diversification
Complementary offering – this doesn’t need to be finance co

….has to drive improved service and efficiencies to our customer base and offering
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ES Disrupt
A new offering from Eversheds Sutherland

Game Changers
ES Disrupt: The legal companion for startups

Comprehensive legal service
Key legal documents and advice
Subsidised prices

Straightforward solutions
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These documents include:
Investment agreements
Website T&Cs
Junior / senior employment contracts

NDAs
and more…
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Time saving

Cost efficient
Like minded
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For more information please contact:

Charlotte Walker-Osborn
Head of TMT
Disrupt@Eversheds-Sutherland.com

Jocey Nelson
Disrupt Lead

Disrupt@Eversheds-Sutherland.com
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